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Abstract 
Thomas, W., Infinite trees and automaton definable relations over o-words, Theoretical Computer 
Science 103 (1992) 143-159. 
We study relations over w-words using a representation by tree languages. An w-word over an 
alphabet with k letters is considered as a path through the k-ary tree, an n-tuple of w-words as an 
n-tuple of paths (coded by an appropriate valuation of the k-ary tree using values in {0, l}“), and 
a relation over w-words as a tree language. In the first part of the paper we give a logical 
characterization of the “Rabin-recognizable relations” (whose associated tree languages are recog- 
nized by Rabin tree automata) in terms of “weak chain logic”, a restriction of monadic second-order 
logic over trees. In the second part of the paper an extended logic is considered, obtained by 
adjoining the “equal-level predicate” over trees. We describe the class of relations over o-words 
which (in the tree language representation) are definable in this logic, and show that the theory of the 
k-ary tree in this logic is decidable. It covers tree properties which are not expressible in the monadic 
second-order logic SkS. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider sets of valued infinite trees where the valuation codes 
a tuple of infinite paths. Such “path-valued” trees are useful in two respects: first, a set 
of path-valued trees corresponds to a relation over w-words, or w-relation for short, 
and tree automata can be applied in the investigation of these relations. Secondly, the 
path-valued trees arise in the study of those logics over infinite trees where quantijks 
over paths are used, for instance in branching time logics. We study the o-relations 
whose associated tree sets are recognized by Rabin tree automata, characterize these 
o-relations in terms of several logics, compare them with other relation classes defined 
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by sequential automata, and obtain new decidability results for logics with path 
quantifiers. 
We give the basic definitions and a more detailed summary, assuming that the 
reader is familiar with automaton models over infinite words (nondeterministic Biichi 
automaton, deterministic Muller automaton) and over infinite trees (Rabin tree 
automaton). A B-valued k-ary tree is a map t : (0, , k - 1) * + B; the node represented 
by wE{O, . . . , k - l} * carries value t(w). Denote the set of B-valued k-ary trees by T,(B). 
Let A be an alphabet with k letters; without loss of generality, A = (0, . . . . k- l}. We 
associate with any tuple cl = (cY~, . . . , CI,)E(A~)” a {0, I}“-valued tree t,- (which is a path- 
valued tree). Define t,-: (0, . . , k - 1 }* -(O, l}” by setting the ith component (t3?(w))i 
of t,-(w) to be 1 iff w is a finite prefix of Ei. For an o-relation R E(AO)” let 
T,= {taETk({O, l}“)I&R}. A n w-relation R 5 (A”)” is Rabin-dejinable iff the set T, is 
recognized by a Rabin tree automaton (in the sense of [14], see also Section 2). 
As shown in [14], a set of k-ary trees is recognized by a Rabin tree automaton iff it is 
defined by a formula of the monadic second-order theory SkS. SkS has function 
constants for the k successor functions in the k-ary tree, and variables and quantifiers 
for nodes and for sets of nodes. 
Lauchli and Savioz [12] have investigated the Rabin-definable (or SkS-definable) 
relations overfinite words (over A*). The associated tree sets contain trees where the 
valuation codes a tuple of nodes instead of a tuple of paths. The main result of [12] 
states that such a tree set is definable in SkS iff it is definable in the weak monadic 
theory WSkS (where all set quantifiers are restricted to range only over finite sets). 
Lauchli and Savioz [12] attribute to Rabin the question whether a corresponding 
result holds for sets of path-valued trees. 
A positive answer is given in Section 2 of this paper. Moreover, it is shown that for 
the description of a Rabin-recognizable set of path-valued trees it suffices to use 
quantifiers over finite chains, i.e. finite subsets of paths through the infinite k-ary tree. 
The proof combines a consideration of Rabin tree automata on trees t, with a reduc- 
tion of the one-successor theory SlS to the weak theory WSlS. So, for definability of 
tree sets T, (coding w-relations R) the full monadic second-order theory SkS is 
equivalent to a small fragment, weak chain logic, where set quantification is restricted 
to finite sets which are totally ordered by the partial tree ordering. It follows that the 
“intermediate” system which allows quantification over arbitrary chains, called chain 
logic, is also equivalent to SkS for definition of sets T,. 
In Section 3 the Rabin-definable w-relations are compared with other types of 
w-relations, defined by different versions of sequential Biichi automata that work on 
tuples of o-words. We consider the componentwise recognizable, the Biichi-definable, 
and the rational w-relations. They form a strictly increasing hierarchy, and the 
class of Rabin-recognizable o-relations is located properly between the first 
two levels. The unary relations in each of these classes yield precisely the class of 
regular o-languages. 
For the second half of the paper, the class of Buchi-definable o-relations is of 
special interest. It is defined using the natural identification of an o-relation R s(A”) 
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with a sequence set LR Ed given by 
such that (~i, . . ..IY.)GR}. 
An w-relation R G (Am)” is Biichi-dejnable iff LR G (A”)” is regular, i.e. recognized by 
a Biichi automaton over the alphabet A”. (In [17] the Buchi-definable w-relations 
were called “sequential”, reminding one of the “sequential calculus” of [2]. We use 
a different term here in order to avoid confusion with the sequential functions and 
transducers in the sense of [l]. In recent works of Frougny and Sakarovitch [6,7] one 
finds also the term letter-to-letter relation.) 
The subject of Sections 4 and 5 is an extension of chain logic over trees, obtained by 
adjoining the equal4evel predicate E over A*, with (u, V)EE iff 1uI =JvI for two words 
u, WA*. We call this system chain logic+ E. Two results are proved: first, the 
w-relations which (in the tree language representation) are definable in this logic are 
shown to coincide with the Buchi-definable o-relations. Second, the theory of the 
k-ary tree in the language of chain logic + E is shown to be decidable. In contrast, it is 
known that from the decidable theory Sk& or even the weak theory WSkS, one 
obtains (for k >, 2) an undecidable theory when the predicate E is added. Thus, chain 
logic + E gives a decidable theory which allows one to treat tree properties that are 
not expressible in SkS. 
Quantification “along paths” in trees, as provided by chain logic, suffices for many 
applications in logics of programs, since most systems of temporal or modal logic can 
be embedded in chain logic. The predicate E adds a feature which allows one to treat 
certain “uniformity conditions”. We discuss this aspect in Section 5, concerning the 
model checking problem for finite-state programs. 
At the end of the paper some directions for further work are indicated. 
2. Rabin-definable w-relations and chain logic 
Ift:{O,...,k-1) *-+B is a B-valued k-ary tree, a chain through t is a subset of the 
domain (0, . . . . k- lj* which is totally ordered by the prefix relation <. A path is 
a chain which is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion. If rz is a path, t 1 n denotes the restriction 
of the map t to rt. Given a set X E (0, . . . , k - l} *, define its hull by 
hull(X)=Xu(uE(O,...,k-l}*J u=wi for some WEX, i<k). 
A Rabin tree automaton (in the sense of [14]) over B-valued k-ary trees is of 
the form LZ! = (Q, go, A, 9) with finite-state set Q, initial state qOEQ, transition set 
A G Q x B x Qk and a system 9 C 2Q of final-state sets. A run of d on te T,(B) is a tree 
r:{O,...,k-l)*+Q such that r(E)=qO and (r(w),t(w),r(wO),...,r(w(k-1)))Ed for 
WE{O, .. . . k - l} *. The run r is successful if for all paths rc the set In(r I T-C) of states which 
occur infinitely often in r/x belongs to 9:. A set Ts T,(B) is Rabin-recognizable if for 
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some Rabin tree automaton ,QI the set T consists of the trees on which there is 
a successful run of &. As in Section 1, we call an w-relation R Rabin-dejnable iff the 
associated tree language TR is Rabin-recognizable in this sense. The class of Rabin- 
definable o-relations is denoted by o-RBN. 
We introduce the necessary logical terminology. A (0, l}“-valued k-ary tree t will be 
identified with the model theoretic structure 
t=({O, . ..) k-l)*, s;O ,..., .(k-l),<,P, ,..., P,), 
where the first items define the unvalued k-ary tree 
tk:=(fO ,..., k-l)*,&;0 ,..., .(k-l), <), 
with root E (empty word), the k successor functions. 0, . . . , .(k - 1) on (0, . . . , k - l}* and 
the prefix relation <, and where the predicates Pi are given by 
P,={w~{o,...,k-l}*I(t(~))~= I}. 
The corresponding monadic second-order formalism SkS (“second-order theory of 
k successors”) has variables x, y, . . . and X, Y, . . . for elements (“nodes”) and subsets of 
(0, . . . . k- l}*, respectively. The atomic formulas are written as r=z’, z <z’, ZEX, 
where r, t’ stand for terms built up from E and variables x, y, . . by means of the 
k successor functions. Formulas are built up from the atomic formulas using boolean 
connectives and the quantifiers 3, V applied to either kind of variables. If cp(X 1, . . , X,) 
is a formula of this language with the free set variables Xi, . . ,X,, we write 
(r!U p 1, . . . , P,)k cp(X,, . . . , X,,) to indicate that the k-ary tree tk satisfies cp with Pi as 
interpretation for Xi. Let, for cp = cp(Xi, . . . . X,), 
T is called SkS-definable if T= T(q) for some SkS-formula cp. Rabin showed in [14] 
that a set T of k-ary trees is SkS-definable iff it is Rabin-recognizable. The system 
WSkS (weak second-order theory of k successors) is obtained by restricting the range 
of the set quantifiers to finite sets only. 
The corresponding notions for the case of one successor (Biichi and Muller auto- 
mata on o-words which characterize the regular w-languages, and the theories SlS 
and WSlS) will be used without introducing the technical details (see e.g. [lS]). 
We call chain logic (resp. weak chain logic) the formalism which results from SkS by 
restricting the set quantifiers to chains (resp. finite chains). If T= T(q) for a formula 
cp with this restricted interpretation, we say that T is dejinable in chain logic (resp. 
dejinable in weak chain logic). Since the property of being a chain is definable in SkS, 
and being a finite chain is definable in chain logic, we have for TC Tk( {0, 11”): 
~ If T is definable in weak chain logic, then T is definable in chain logic. 
_ If T is definable in chain logic, then T is definable in SkS. 
We now show the converse for tree sets TR which code w-relations R. 
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Theorem 2.1. An o-relation R is Rabin-dejinable iff TR is definable in weak chain logic. 
Proof. It suffices to show the direction from left to right. Let A= IO,. . . , k - l} and 
R c (A”)“. Suppose & =(Q, qO, A, 9) is a Rabin tree automaton which recognizes TR. 
The desired formula cp (X 1, . . . , X,) defining TR will be a conjunction of the (first-order 
expressible) formula 
(0) “for i = 1, . . , n: Xi forms a path” 
with a formula which expresses in weak chain logic that 
(1) “there is a successful run of d on the {O, l}“-valued tree 
given by X1, . . ..X.“. 
Call a state q of d zero-accepting if the automaton (Q, q, A, 9) accepts the trivial 
k-ary tree to with t,,(w)=(O, . . . . 0) for all w~(0, . . . . k - 1 } *. Condition (1) is equivalent 
to 
(2) “there is a partial run r: hull(X1 u ... u X,)+Q of d which is successful on 
the paths X1, . . . . X, and which reaches zero-accepting states on the differ- 
ence set hull(X,u...uX,)-(X,u~~~uX,).” 
A partial run as specified in (2) can be described by an assignment r from XI u ... uX, 
to the set A of transitions of s8. Since A is finite, the transitions can be coded by 
O-l-vectors of an appropriate length m, and the existence of the assignment r can be 
expressed by claiming the existence of the corresponding subsets Y1, . . . , Y,,, of 
X, u . ..u X,. We obtain a condition of the form 
(3) “there are subsets Y1, . . . , Y, of X1 u ... uX, which code a partial 
run as in (2)“. 
We have to reduce the Yi to finite chains. Call WEX, u ... uX, a branching point of 
X, u ... uX, if w is the empty word E or not all paths Xi which pass through w also 
pass through a single successor of w. By a last branching point of X I u ... u X, we mean 
a branching point which is maximal w.r.t. <. The property of being a branching point 
(last branching point) is first-order-definable in terms of X, u ... uX,. The branching 
points define a decomposition of X1 u ... uX, into segments given by the pairs of 
<-consecutive branching points (which are finite chains) and into infinite chains 
starting at the last branching points. Assuming that there are p such finite and infinite 
segments, each of the sets Yi can be split into subsets Zil , . . . , Zip such that the Zij code 
partial runs delimited by (and including) branching points. Since the Zij are finite 
chains when contained in segments between consecutive branching points, it suffices 
to treat the case of sets Xi[w] := X,n {U w < u} for last branching points w. So it 
remains to reduce to weak chain logic a condition of the form 
(4) “there are subsets Z1, . , Z, of Xi[w] which code a partial run of & on 
Xi[WJ as in (2)“. 
This condition is expressible in monadic second-order logic SlS as a statement on 
w-words over the alphabet {0, . . . , k- 1} ( re resenting Xi[W]). By [16] (or [lS, p 
Theorem 4.6]), an SlS-formula is equivalent to a formula of the weak monadic theory 
WSlS. The retranslation into chain logic over the k-ary tree is a formula of weak chain 
logic which expresses condition (4). 0 
In what follows, we give two consequences of Theorem 2.1. The first presents 
a normal form for Rabin-definable o-relations in terms of regular languages and 
regular w-languages, which is a natural extension of the “special relations” over A* as 
introduced in [12]. The second shows that deterministic Rabin tree automata suffice 
for recognizing tree sets T,. 
The description of Rabin-definable w-relations in terms of languages is based on the 
above-mentioned decomposition of a tuple of paths into segments delimited by the 
branching points. The representation is technically cumbersome due to the necessary 
distinction of the possibilities by which the individual paths may diverge. Given an 
n-tuple (c(r , . , @,&(A “)“, the segments between consecutive branching points, start- 
ing at last branching points (as introduced in the above proof), form a finite tree in 
which each node represents a segment. Label each node by those indices i such that 
the corresponding segment is a segment of Cli_ Call the resulting finite tree labelled by 
nonempty subsets of { 1, . . . , n} the branching pattern of (cxi , . . , cc,). (Its root is labelled 
{I,..., n}, and the labels of the sons of a node x form a proper partition of the label 
of x.) 
Example. Figure 1 shows a 5-tuple of u-words, along with its branching pattern. 
Now suppose that with each inner node of a given branching pattern p a language 
WC A* and with each leaf an w-language L G A w is associated. Let these languages 
and w-languages be indexed as WI, . , W, and L, + 1, . . , L, + s, respectively. Given an 
n-tuple (tli , . . . , a,) with branching pattern p, the index sequence of the ith component 
a, is the finite sequence of indices of the Wj, Lj which are associated with the path 
through p whose nodes contain i. 
Example (continued). Given (cI~, ., . , ct5) as in Fig. 1 and (o-) languages associated with 
its branching pattern in the form shown in Fig. 2, the index sequence of cI1 is (1,5), and 
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Assume that with the nodes of a branching pattern p the languages WI, . . . . W,, 
L r+ 1, . . . , LriS are associated. An o-relation R c(A”)” is generated by WI, . . . , W, and 
L r+ 1, . . , L,,, via the branching pattern p if R contains those n-tuples (cur, .. , , a,,) which 
have a branching pattern p, such that there are words WOE WI, . . ., W,E W, and 
o-words lj*+l~L,+l,...,Pr+s~Ll+s with 
where (i(l), . . ..i(m)) is the index sequence for ai. 
Definition 2.2. An w-relation R c (A”)” is special if there are a branching pattern p, 
regular languages WI,. . . , W, E A*, and regular w-languages L, + 1, . . . , L,,, E A” such 
that R is generated by W,, . . . . W,, L,+ 1, . . . . L,,, via p. 
Theorem 2.3. An w-relation is Rabin-dejinable ifs it is a jinite union of special co- 
relations. 
Proof. If the w-relation R is generated from regular languages W, , . . , W, and regular 
o-languages L, + 1, , . , L, +S as in the above definition, a Rabin tree automaton 
recognizing TR can be constructed from sequential automata recognizing the Wi and 
Li. By closure of Rabin-recognizable sets under finite union, finite unions of special 
o-relations are Rabin-definable. Conversely, consider a Rabin tree automaton 
d which recognizes a set T,. Given the arity of R there are only finitely many possible 
branching patterns. Each branching pattern p induces a subset A, of the transition set 
A of J&‘, containing the transitions which can be used for acceptance of trees t,-, where 
i is of branching pattern p. The resulting tree automaton ZZ’~ defines a special 
o-relation R,. (We do not describe in detail the straightforward but tedious task of 
extracting from JZZ, the sequential automata for the (IX-) languages Wi, Li which 
generate Rp.) Since R is the union of the w-relations R, (where p ranges over all 
branching patterns for the arity of R), it is a union of special o-relations. 0 
Applied to “finitary” relations R E (A*)“, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 re-prove (in simpli- 
fied form) the main result of [12]. 
Let R be a special w-relation. A Rabin tree automaton that recognizes TR has 
to check the designated paths of an input tree for a certain branching pattern, and 
along each designated path has to check whether the segments delimited by the 
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branching points belong to given regular languages (or o-languages). Both tests can 
be performed deterministically (for the membership in regular o-languages, due to 
McNaughton’s theorem on determinizing w-automata). So, any special o-relation is 
defined by a deterministic Rabin tree automaton. Hence, by products of deterministic 
Rabin tree automata (each factor for a fixed branching pattern), finite unions of special 
o-relations are recognized. Since these products are again deterministic Rabin tree 
automata, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. An o-relation is Rabin-dejinable ifs TR is recognized by a deterministic 
Rabin tree automaton. 
3. Classes of automaton-definable w-relations 
In this section we describe some possibilities for specifying w-relations in terms of 
sequential finite automata. The different versions of acceptance for tuples of w-words 
are obtained by allowing different kinds of dependency between the (one-way) scann- 
ing processes on the components of a tuple. The scanning may proceed completely 
independently on the components, or “strictly in parallel” (i.e. letter by letter on all 
components), or by means of reading heads which may move at different speeds on the 
components and communicate via the finite control. These three possibilities lead to 
the classes of componentwise recognizable, Biichi-definable, and rational o-relations, 
respectively. 
We call an w-relation R c (A”)” componentwise recognizable iff it is a finite union of 
sets L1 x ... x L,, where each o-language Li is regular (i.e. recognized by a Biichi 
automaton over A). Thus, membership of tuples (ai, . . . . a,) of o-words in R is 
determined by membership of the individual components Cli in given regular w- 
languages. Let o-RCG be the class of componentwise recognizable w-relations. 
If one uses Biichi automata over A”, which scan all components of an n-tuple 
(g 1, .._,a,) letter by letter from left to right, one views an n-tuple from (A”)” as an 
o-word from (A”)“. The o-relations recognized in this way by Biichi automata are 
the Btichi-dejinable o-relations (or letter-to-letter relations of [6, 71) as defined in 
Section 1. We denote by w-BijC the class of Biichi-definable o-relations. 
It is straightforward (but technically cumbersome) to define “special Biichi auto- 
mata” over A” which characterize the special n-ary w-relations as introduced in 
Section 2. Since we do not need this automaton model here, we just give an informal 
description. The idea is to specialize the model of a Biichi automaton on A” (as used 
for the Biichi-definable relations) in the following way: The automaton starts scanning 
the components of (aI, . , . , cc,) letter to letter in parallel until different letters occur in 
two components, after which the scanning continues independently in all blocks of 
mutually identical components. In general, components ai,, . . . , cti, of (c1i, . . . , a,) are 
scanned letter by letter in parallel as long as they coincide, and when a difference 
occurs (say between ai,, . , C(i, and TX:,+, , . . , ai,) the automaton branches into separate 
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scanning processes for the two indicated blocks of components, which by themselves 
are still processed letter by letter in parallel. The model is, thus, located between the 
automaton characterization of o-RCG, where all components are scanned individ- 
ually from the start, and that of o-BfiC, where the parallel scanning of the compon- 
ents continues through the whole o-computation. Since these automata are nondeter- 
ministic and, thus, are closed under union, this can serve as a description of the 
Rabin-definable w-relations. 
The last automaton model employs n reading heads which are moved forward 
separately, but coordinated by the finite control, on the n components of an n-tuple 
(a 1, . . . , CI,,) given to the automaton on H right-infinite input tapes. For the case of finite 
words, this model goes back to Rabin and Scott [IS]; a version for w-relations was 
studied by Gire and Nivat [9]. The nondeterministic transition table specifies for any 
state and any n-tuple of scanned letters which possibilities are admitted to move one 
or more reading heads forward by one tape cell and reach a new state. An o-relation 
R E (A”)” is called rational iff it is recognized by an acceptor of this type (where an 
n-tuple (Q, . . . , a,) is accepted if it admits an infinite run such that each component 
CQ is scanned completely and some final state is reached infinitely often). Let o-RAT be 
the class of rational w-relations. In [9] these o-relations are characterized by a calcu- 
lus of rational expressions. Frougny and Sakarovitch [6, 71 studied the restriction of 
bounded delay for successful computations of multihead automata (where the reading 
heads may move apart only by a fixed amount of cells); they showed that in this way 
exactly the Biichi-definable (or “letter-to-letter”) w-relations are recognized. 
A subclass of w-RAT is obtained by considering deterministic finite multihead 
automata with transitions as explained above, equipped with a system 9 of final-state 
sets and accepting in Muller’s sense (where a run is successful if the states visited 
infinitely often form a set in 9). The w-relations recognized by such deterministic 
multihead Muller automata are called deterministic rational, and the class of these 
w-relations is denoted by o-DRAT. 
Proposition 3.1. We haoe 
o-RCG c w-RBN c w-BijC c w-DRAT c o-RAT, 
and all inclusions in this chain are strict. 
Proof. The inclusions o-RCG so-RBN ~o-B~C are easy. The inclusion w- 
BUC E w-DRAT is clear from McNaughton’s theorem (see e.g. [18] for details), by 
which a nondeterministic Biichi automaton (here over (A”)) is equivalent to a deter- 
ministic Muller automaton. For the last inclusion one observes that deterministic 
Muller automata with separately moving heads are generalized by nondeterministic 
automata of this type, and that the latter can be simulated by nondeterministic 
multihead automata with the Biichi acceptance condition (as in [9]). The required 
automaton has to guess one of the final-state sets (say the set F) at the start of a run, 
and it has to guess a position in the run from which onwards exactly the F-states are 
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repeated. This fact can be recorded by assuming infinitely often a state which signals 
that a cycle through the set F has been completed. 
Let A = (0, l}. We present relations RI, . . . , R4 which can serve as examples showing 
the strictness of the above inclusions (proceeding from left to right). All proofs work by 
simple pumping arguments. 
Let RI = {(a, P)E(A”)‘I for some i, acOi 1 AW and PcOil A”}. Clearly, R, is Rabin- 
definable. Assume that RI is a finite union of sets L x L’ with regular w-languages 
L, L’. Choose n such that these w-languages are recognized by Biichi automata 
with at most n states. Consider the pair (0”1”,O”l”)~R~, which belongs, say, to 
L x L’ G RI. Applying a pumping argument to the automaton recognizing L, we 
obtain a pair of form (Omlm, OnI”‘), with men, which is also in L x L’, which is 
a contradiction. 
Let R, = {(cc, fi)~(A”‘)‘/f or some i, r~0’1A” and PE~~OA~}, which is Biichi-defin- 
able. If d is a Rabin tree automaton with n states, assumed to recognize the tree set 
associated with R,, x2 accepts the tree coding (Onlw, InOw), and one can construct (by 
state repetition on the leftmost branch) a pair (O”‘l”, l”OO), with m< n, whose tree is 
also accepted by -01, which is a contradiction. 
Let R3= {(a,&(A”)‘Ifor some i, r~l*O’lA” and /?~1*0’1A~}. A deterministic 
automaton with separately moving reading heads which recognizes R3 (even with 
Biichi acceptance) waits on the first scanned letter 0 until in the other component also 
letter 0 is reached; then by moving forward in both components letter by letter it is 
checked whether letter 0 occurs the same number of times in both components before 
a letter 1 is encountered again (after which a final state is repeated). Suppose R3 were 
Biichi-definable, say by a Biichi automaton over AZ with n states, which scans an 
input pair (z, p) letter by letter from the start. From an accepting run on (0” l”, 1”O” 1”) 
an accepting run on (O”‘lm, l”‘O”1”‘) with m<n can be obtained. 
Let R4 = {(a, &(A”)‘Jf or some i, csA*lO’lA” and /I~A*10’1A~j. A nondeter- 
ministic multihead automaton which recognizes R4 simply guesses a pair of positions 
on an input pair (CI, /?) where two segments of letter 0 of equal length start, and checks 
this by further proceeding letter by letter on both components. Assume that a deter- 
ministic automaton with separately moving heads (and with Bi.ichi or Muller accept- 
ance) recognizes R4, and that there are n states. Consider on the input 
(lO”l~, lo”+’ IOnlw) the point in a successful computation where the second 1 is 
reached on one of the two components for the first time. If this happens with the first 
component, a state repetition has occurred there such that, say, r letters 0 (where r>O) 
have been scanned in between, while on the second component, say, s letters 0 (and 
possibly the leading 1) have been scanned. If r>s, one obtains by deletion of 0’ and 
(1)O’ a pair of w-words which is not in R4 but nevertheless accepted; if s>r, an 
insertion of 0” and (1)O’ will cause the same. The case that the second 1 is first reached 
in the second component is handled similarly. 0 
Remark 3.2. (a) From the definitions it is immediate that the unary o-relations in any 
of the classes of Proposition 3.1 coincide with the regular o-languages. 
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(b) The statement of Proposition 3.1 is true also for the corresponding classes of 
relations over A*. (In the definition of the example relations Ri, replace A” everywhere 
by A*.) 
4. Biichi-definable w-relations and chain logic with the equal-level predicate 
Elgot and Rabin studied in 143 the “theory of generalized successor”, denoted as 
GS, the first-order theory of the structure ((0, l> *, E;O; 1, E) with the empty word E, 
the two successor functions and the equal-length predicate E on (0, 1) *. Since we view 
(0, l}* as the full binary tree, we refer to E as the “equal-level predicate”. Elgot and 
Rabin showed that GS is decidable, and they raised the question of decidable 
extensions of GS. They proved that many predicates and functions cause undecid- 
ability when added to GS. While GS with predicates like P= (O’li is a factorial) 
remains decidable, no “interesting” binary predicate P on (0, l} * is known such that 
the extension of GS by P is decidable. 
In this paper we introduce a different proper extension of GS which is decidable, 
by allowing quantifiers ranging over chains in the tree of finite words. It will be 
shown that this theory, called chain logic + E, and the monadic theory SlS of one 
successor can be interpreted in each other. This yields a characterization of Biichi- 
definable o-relations in terms of chain logic + E, as well as decidability of the theory of 
the infinite k-ary tree in the language of chain logic + E. For simplicity of exposition 
we treat only binary trees; the generalization to k-ary trees needs some additional 
coding. 
SlS-formulas cp(Xr, . . . . X,) are satisfied by n-tuples of subsets of 0* or, equival- 
ently, of the set w of natural numbers. Each subset of o can be represented by its 
characteristic function (an w-word over (0, 11). Hence, the possible models for 
SlS-formulas cp(X1, . . , X,) may be considered as n-tuples Cr = (txr , . . ., c(,)E( {0, 1)“)“. 
We shall represent tree models for formulas +(X1, . . . , X,) of chain logic + E in 
a similar way. These models are given by the binary tree with n designated chains, as 
an interpretation of the Xi. To describe a model, it suffices to specify these n chains. 
One chain C can be represented as a pair (6,p) of O-l-sequences, where 6 (the 
“direction sequence”) codes the leftmost path through the binary tree of which C is 
a subset, and /? indicates which nodes on this path belong to C and which do not. (The 
leftmost path is taken in order to have a well-defined coding in the case of finite 
chains.) Given a binary tree model L= (t2, PI,. . . , P,), where the Pi are chains, we say 
that the sequence tuple (S,, /?I, . . . . a,,,&,) codes 1 if for i= 1, . . . . n the pair (Si, j?i) 
represents the chain Pi in this way. 
Theorem 4.1. (a) Chain logic + E over the binary tree can be interpreted in SlS in the 
following sense: For any formula cp(X,, . . . , X,) of chain logic + E there is by effective 
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construction an SlS-formula $( Y1, Z1, . . ., Y,,Z,) such that for all tree models 
t=(tz,P1, . ..) P,) with chains Pi we have 
2k cp(X,, . ..> X,) tfS $(Y,,Z,, ..., Y,,,Z,) is satisjied by the sequence tuple 
(6,) /II, . . . , a,, on) which codes 1. 
(b) SIS can be interpreted in chain logic + E over the binary tree in the following 
sense: For any SlS-formula (p(X1, . . , X,) there is by effective construction a formula 
$(X1, . . , X,) of chain logic + E such that 
44X 1, . . . . X,) is satisfied by cI=(ul, . . . . a,) ifsL, + ti(X,, . . . . X,). 
Proof. (a) It is convenient to work with a version of chain logic in which only set 
variables (but no individual variables) occur. The atomic formulas are of the form 
X1 c X2 (“chain X1 is included in chain X2”), Sing X (“chain X is a singleton”), 
X1 succii X2 (“chains X1, X2 are singletons {x1}, (x2} such that x1 has x2 as the ith 
successor”), and X1 E X2 (“chains X1, X2 are singletons with elements on the same 
level of the tree”). It is easy to see that this version of chain logic + E is expressively 
equivalent to the original one (cf. [ 18, Theorem 3.11). 
The proof of part (a) works by induction over the formulas of this modified chain 
logic. For better readability we allow in S 1 S-formulas the (definable) d-relation and 
write z+ 1 for the successor of z. An atomic formula XI c X2 of chain logic+ E is 
translated to the SlS-formula 
tiG(Yl,Zl, Y2,22): vy(wy~z A zEZl)=QEYl-=-yEY2)) 
A VZ(ZEZ1 *ZEZz); 
similarly, Sing X is translated to the formula 
&,( Y, Z): 3Z(ZEZ A Vz'(1 z = z'31 Z’EZ)), 
x1 SUCCl x* to 
A 3Z(ZGZ, A z+ 1 EZa 
Avy(y~z~(yEYloy~YZ)) A z+lEYz) 
(for X1 succO X2 the last atomic formula is changed to 1 z+ 1~ Yz) and, finally, 
X1 EX2 to 
Ic/E(Yl,Zl, Y,,Z,): $s(Y,,Z,) A tis(Y,,Z,) A WEZI * ZEZ2). 
The induction steps (for which the cases -I, v ,3 suffice) are obvious; if the chain logic 
formula cp(X, . ..) is expressed in SlS by $(Y, Z, . ..) then 3Xq(X, . ..) is translated to 
3Y3Z$(Y,Z, . ..) in SlS. 
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(b) From [Z], an SlS-formula is equivalent to a Biichi automaton A&’ over (0, l}“. 
So it suffices to find for any such Biichi automaton G! a formula $(X1, . . . ,X,) of chain 
logic + E such that 
& accepts &=(a1 ,..., c(,~) iff &k +(X1 ,..., X,). 
The formula $ has to express the existence of a successful run of d on c(. If there are 
(without loss of generality) 2” states in &, given as O-l-vectors of length m, this can be 
formulated as the existence of an m-tuple ( Y1, . . . , Y,,,) of subsets of the leftmost path 0” 
of the binary tree. For instance, if the run assumes state (l,O, 1) at step yeO*, we should 
have ye Y1, y$ Y,, ye Y,. In expressing that the state sequence is compatible with the 
input I? and the transition table of & we use the predicate E: if, for example, we deal 
with the alphabet (0, l}’ and state set (0, l}“, and the transition (q, (l,O), q’) is applied 
with q =(O, 0,O) and q’ = (1, 1,1) at step yeO*, we have 
Y4Y,,Y@Y2>Y+Y3, 
x1 lox, for the unique xl~Xl with y Ex,, 
x20~Xz for the unique x2~X2 with yEx2, and 
yog Y1) yOE Y2, YOE Y3. 
Let lcfl (y, X1, . . , X,, Y1, ., Y,,,) be the disjunction of these formulas over all 
transitions of .d. Then the desired formula $ can be written in the form 
3Y 1 .., Y,(rc/,(Y,, . . . . Ym) 
A ~Y(Y~o*~tcI,(y,X1,..., X,, Y,, ..‘> Ym)) A Ic/2(Yl, ..., Ym)), 
where $0 expresses the initial-state condition (“state (0, . . . ,O) at step E”) and $Z the 
acceptance condition (“for each x~0* there is y~0* with x <y such that at step 
y a final state is assumed”). It is easy to formalize these conditions in chain logic. 0 
Part (a) of the above proof extends to the case of k-ary trees (say for k =2’) by 
replacing the sequences 6i by r-tuples of O-l sequences. The following results are 
consequences of Theorem 4.1 (in the generalization to k-ary trees). 
Corollary 4.2. An o-relation R is Biichi-definable ifl TR is definable in chain logic + E. 
For the proof of Corollary 4.2 (from right to left) note that formulas of chain 
logic+ E are interpreted only over trees t,, i.e. with designated paths only (instead of 
chains). Hence, in the coding of trees t,- by tuples of O-l-sequences the Pi-components 
can be cancelled, and the SlS-formula obtained by Theorem 4.1(a) is of the form 
*(Y,, . . . . Y,), defining an n-ary Biichi-definable w-relation as desired. 
For the case of formulas without free variables, we conclude from Theorem 4.1 by 
decidability of Sl S the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. The theory of the k-ary tree in the language of chain logic + E is 
decidable. 
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The predicate E is not definable in full monadic second-order logic SkS, and when 
adjoined to SkS it yields an undecidable theory (see [ 121 or [l S] for a proof). So, chain 
logic + E over the k-ary tree gives a decidable theory in which tree properties which 
are not expressible in SkS can be defined. 
Finally, by reduction of SlS to WSlS as mentioned in Section 2, we obtain the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. Over tree models ta, chain logic + E is expressively equivalent to weak 
chain logic + E. 
5. Chain logic + E over regular trees, and finite-state programs 
In the preceding sections, the interpretation of logical formulas over trees refers to 
a rather restricted kind of model, the path-valued (or chain-valued) trees. In this 
section we discuss certain trees which are not necessarily path-valued and are of 
interest for several applications: the regular trees. (The case of arbitrary tree models is 
not considered in the present paper.) 
A k-ary B-valued tree t is called regular if t contains only finitely many noniso- 
morphic subtrees. Equivalently, for each letter DEB the set 
V,,={wg{O,...,k-l)*it(w)=bj 
is regular. The following lemma is shown using definability in WSlS of regular sets of 
finite words (see e.g. [18]). 
Lemma 5.1. Let t be a regular B-valued k-ary tree. Then for each letter beB there is 
a formula (Pi of weak chain logic with one free individual variable x such that the 
unvalued k-ary tree tk with designated node w satisjes cpb(x) tfs t(w)= b. 
Proof. Suppose that the set V, is recognized by the finite automaton d. The formula 
(Pi expresses that L&’ has a successful run when reading as input the directions taken 
on the finite path up to node x. This can be expressed in weak chain logic using 
auxiliary subsets of the finite path up to x as codes for the states assumed by the 
automaton. q 
Theorem 5.2. It is decidable whether an efictively given regular (0, l)“-valued k-ary 
tree (i.e. a model (tk,P1, . . . . P,)) satisfies a given formula cp(X1, . . . . X,) of chain 
logic + E. 
Proof. We transform cp(X i, . . . , X,) into a sentence in the language of chain logic + E 
(i.e. a formula without free variables) which is true in the unvalued tree t, iff 
(tk, P,, . . . ,P,) satisfies cp(Xi, . . . . X,). Then the result follows from Corollary 4.3. For 
the transformation, one only has to replace each of the Xi by an explicit definition in 
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chain logic. This explicit definition is provided by Lemma 5.1 since the given tree is 
regular. More precisely, one substitutes each atomic formula X~Xi in cp(X1, . . . , X,) by 
the disjunction of all formulas P*(X) such that the ith component of be(O, l}b is 1. 0 
An effective test as guaranteed by Theorem 5.2 is needed in the verification of 
finite-state programs with respect to specifications in a system of branching time logic 
(“model checking”, cf. [3]). For this purpose, several systems of branching time logic 
have been considered in the literature (such as CTL, CTL*, ECTL*), which can all be 
considered as fragments of chain logic interpreted over k-ary trees (see e.g. [lo]). In 
the sequel we consider the properly more expressive system of chain logic +E as 
a specification language for finite-state programs. 
In this context, a (possibly concurrent) finite-state program P is considered as 
a finite directed graph GP whose nodes represent the program’s states and whose edges 
represent the possible transitions in one step. There is a designated initial state so. If 
for the specification the state properties ql, . . . . q,,, are relevant, each state s is anno- 
tated by those 4i which are true in s. Let tp be the state tree which results from G, by 
unravelling it from the initial state, where again the nodes are labelled by the qi as 
prescribed by Gp. A specification for P is a formula q to be interpreted in tp; in our 
case 40 is a formula of chain logic + E where for each state property qi the atomic 
formula X~Qi (“in state x the property qi holds”) is available. Program P is correct 
with respect to the specification cp if tp satisfies cp. 
Note that, by the finiteness of Gp, the tree tp is at most /G,J-ary and regular; also, 
given P, this tree is effectively presented. Hence, we obtain from Theorem 5.2 the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 5.3. With respect to specifications in chain logic+ E, the correctness ofjinite- 
state programs is decidable. 
The predicate E allows one to express over infinite trees that node x has equal 
distance to nodes y and z (in the subtree at x). As mentioned in the previous section, 
such “uniformity” conditions [S] transcend the expressive power of SkS and Rabin 
tree automata. This applies a fortiori to chain logic and the above-mentioned systems 
CTL, CTL*, ECTL* of branching time logic. The additional expressive power 
provided by the E-predicate may be useful in applications where one wants to express 
liveness properties combined with time constraints (guaranteeing the “uniform occur- 
rence” of certain events along all computation paths). 
The complexity of the algorithm given by Corollary 5.3 is nonelementary in the 
length of the specification in chain logic + E (since the theory SlS, used in the decision 
procedure, is nonelementary). It remains to be investigated how a better complexity 
bound can be obtained by rebuilding the syntax of chain logic + E, e.g. when replacing 
quantifiers by suitable automaton operators in the sense of [19]. Note that SlS is 
expressively equivalent to such a system with automaton operators (“extended tem- 
poral logic”, ETL, cf. [19]), for which the satisfiability problem is in PSPACE. 
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6. Concluding remarks 
We have studied several classes of automaton-definable o-relations and their 
description in terms of tree automata, sequential automata, and systems of monadic 
second-order logic. For technical convenience only relations over w-words were 
considered; one can adjust the characterization results to the more general case of 
relations R G(A m )“, where Am = A* u A”. 
Compared to the extensive research on regular o-languages, there are only few 
papers concerned with automaton-definable w-relations (or functions over w-words). 
As the above results indicate, this subject is of interest not only by the diversity of 
definability notions (which collapse to one notion in the case of o-languages, cf. 
Remark 3.2(a) above), but also by its close connection to path-oriented logics over 
trees, and in view of other applications. For instance, in the analysis of concurrent 
systems, it can be useful to extend the study of properties of execution sequences, 
prevailing in the literature, to the investigation of relations between sequences. 
We mention some topics for further investigation. One question concerns a logical 
characterization of o-DRAT or U-RAT. Since neither of these relation classes is 
closed under the boolean operations, the logic should involve restrictions on the use of 
negation. Logics with quantifiers for transitive closure or the least-fixed-point oper- 
ator (cf. [l 11) might be appropriate. An alternative is to investigate the boolean 
closures of U-DRAT or U-RAT. 
Between w-BUC and w-DRAT there is a gap in expressiveness. This is due to the 
fact that the concatenation relation is definable by a deterministic multihead automa- 
ton (over finite words) and, thus, by a result of Quine [13], the closure of o-DRAT 
under projections and boolean operations includes all recursive w-relations and, 
hence, is as expressive as first-order arithmetic. On the other hand, w-BUC is closed 
under projections and boolean operations and contains only very special recursive 
w-relations. (For a more detailed discussion see [ 171.) This suggests a study of relation 
classes between o-BUC and w-DRAT. Recently, Frougny and Sakarovitch [6, 71 
have investigated restrictions for the movements of the reading heads of the automata. 
The strictness of the inclusions of Proposition 3.1 raises the question whether there 
are algorithms which decide membership in w-RCG, w-RBN, w-BiiC, w-DRAT for 
a given relation in o-RAT; similarly, for membership in o-RCG, o-RBN for a given 
relation in o-BUC. (Within w-RAT, the property of being a rational function is 
decidable by [S].) 
Finally, concerning the system chain logic + E, it seems interesting to look for other 
relations R such that chain logic+R (or chain logic + E +R) is decidable. Also, the 
case of arbitrary-valued trees as underlying models (not necessarily coding tuples of 
paths) remains to be investigated. We conjecture that in this general case SkS and 
chain logic + E are incompatible in expressive power, i.e. that there are SkS-definable 
tree sets which cannot be defined in chain logic + E. A proposed example is the set of 
10, I}-valued trees having finitely many nodes with value 1, such that the number of 
<-maximal nodes with value 1 is even. 
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